Impact of Various Signal Detection Schemes in Performance Assessment of 5G Compatible LDPC Encoded GPQSM Wireless Communication System
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Abstract: In this paper, an effort has been made to assess critically the performance of 5G Compatible LDPC encoded generalized pre-coding aided quadrature spatial modulation (GPQSM) scheme based wireless communication system. With adaptation of ZF pre-coding at the transmitter side under the utilization of 4-QAM digital modulation, data transmission is made through 4 × 6 multi antenna supported MIMO GPQSM system. The system incorporates Minimum mean square error (MMSE), Zero-Forcing (ZF), Zero-Forcing-Successive interference cancellation (ZF-SIC) and optimal Maximum-Likelihood (ML) signal detection schemes. Various LDPC iterative channel decoding algorithms such as Log Domain Sum-Product, Simplified Log-Domain Sum Product and Probability-Domain Sum Product have been used. It is observable from MATLAB based simulations that the LDPC encoded GPQSM system shows quite satisfactory performance under scenario of MMSE signal detection scheme.
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1. Introduction

In our modern society, a general trend of increasing video based data traffic in cellular networks is being observed due to explosive demand for high quality video through sharing with social media such as YouTube and ultra HD (UHD) and 3D video from mobile devices (e.g., android tablets, smartphones etc). The global data traffic will increase by more than 200 times from 2010 to 2020 and about 20,000 times from 2010 to 2030. The fifth-generation (5G) mobile communications system will emerge to meet up new and unprecedented demands beyond the capability of previous generations of systems. The peak data rate in 5G will be 20 Gbps with energy efficiency 100 times and spectrum efficiency 3–5 times as compared to IMT-Advanced [1]. With unprecedented levels of spectrum and energy efficiency, the fifth generation (5G) wireless networks would hopefully make ubiquitous communications between anybody, anything and anytime. Massive MIMO systems, filter bank multi-carrier modulation, relaying technologies, and millimeter-wave communications have been considered as some of the strong candidates for the physical layer design of 5G network. Over the past few years, a growing interest is being observed among the researchers of wireless community to consider index modulation as the low-complexity as well as spectrum- and energy-efficient solutions toward the single/multi-carrier, massive MU-MIMO, and cooperative communications systems to be employed in 5G wireless networks [2]. As the Multiple-input multiple-output orthogonal frequency division multiplexing with index modulation (MIMO-OFDMIM) provides a flexible trade-off between spectral efficiency and error performance, it has recently proposed as a promising transmission technique for
energy-efficient 5G wireless communications systems. In 2017, Beixiong Zheng and et.al., proposed two types of low-complexity detectors based on the sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) theory for the detection of MIMO-OFDM-IM signals[3]. Index modulation is an emerging signal modulation concept. Such scheme modulates signals through the indices of some medium, which can be either practical, such as antenna, frequency carrier, and subcarrier, or virtual, such as timeslot, space-time matrix, and antenna activation order. The indices are embedded into the transmitted or received signals, usually consuming little or even no power but carrying additional information. Recently, spatial modulation (SM) [4], which activates a single transmit antenna for transmission, has been proposed. Inspired by SM, many follow-up works have been proposed. Spatial modulation (SM) is widely acknowledged to be the pioneer that realizes the concept of index modulation. The generalized pre-coding aided quadrature spatial modulation (GPQSM) scheme extends SM to the receiver side. In GPQSM Index modulation works on both the in-phase and quadrature parts of the received signals [5]. The present study is giving emphasis on the effectiveness of various signal detection schemes in performance assessment of 5G compatible GPQSM system.

2. LDPC Channel Coding and Decoding

In this section, a brief overview of the LDPC (Low density parity-check) channel coding and decoding schemes has been given. LDPC codes were invented by Robert Gallager [6] in his PhD thesis. In LDPC channel coding, an Irregular Gallager (IG) parity-check sparse matrix [H] of dimension of 64\times128 is used with a transmitted binary valued code word \( u = [u_1, u_2, u_3, \ldots, u_{128}] \). The message bits, \( s = [s_1, s_2, s_3, \ldots, s_{64}] \) are located at the end of this code word \( u \) and the parity check bits, \( c = [c_1, c_2, c_3, \ldots, c_{64}] \) occupy the beginning of the code word, viz. \( u = [c|s] \). The parity-check matrix \([H]\) is formed from a concatenation of two matrices \([A]\) and \([B]\) \( ([H]=[A][B]) \), each has a dimension of 64\times64. The matrix \([A]\) is an identity matrix.

The 1 \times 128 sized code word vector \( u \) is considered in such a way that

\[
[u][H]^T = 0
\] (1)

The parity check bits vector \( c \) is computed using the following relation [7]

\[
[c] = [A]^{-1}[B][s]
\] (2)

In LDPC channel decoding, various iterative approaches are adopted based on Tanner graph. The graph has two types of nodes: bit nodes and parity nodes. Each bit node represents a code symbol and each parity node represents a parity equation. The decoder operates alternatively on the bit nodes and the check (parity) nodes to find the most likely code word. In this paper, three iterative LDPC decoding algorithms such as Log Domain Sum-Product, Simplified log-domain sum product and Probability-domain sum product have been implemented with available MATLAB source codes at [8].

3. Signal and System Models

Prior to give a brief description of our 5G Compatible LDPC encoded GPQSM wireless communication system, a conceptual structural feature of GPQSM transceiver has been presented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Structural feature of GPQSM transceiver [5].](image-url)
transmitted. The first four consecutive bits are treated as signal bits to produce $N_p=2$ number of digitally modulated symbols. The next two bits are treated as spatial bits used to select an antenna combination for transmitting in-phase (real) parts ($x^I$) of the digitally modulated symbols. The last two bits are also treated as spatial bits used to select an antenna combination for transmitting quadrature (imaginary) parts ($x^Q$) of the digitally modulated symbols. The GPQSM signal vector $x$ is ZF precoded with $P$ and further multiplied with a diagonal matrix estimated from $P$ to produce transmitted signal vector $X$ as:

$$X = PDx = PD(x^I + jx^Q)$$

(3)

Where, $P \in \mathbb{C}^{6 \times 4} = H^H(HHH^H)^{-1}$, $H \in \mathbb{C}^{4 \times 6}$ is the complex channel matrix and its each element is normalized in such a way that power gain of its each element is unity and the Frobenius norm of the matrix $H$,

$D$ is the $4 \times 4$ diagonal matrix whose $\eta$-th diagonal elements

$$d(\eta) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\sum P_{\eta}}}$$

with $P_{\eta}$ denoting $\eta$-th column of $P$.

The received signal vector $y \in \mathbb{C}^{N_r \times 1}$ can be expressed as

$$y = HPDx + w$$

(4)

where, $w \in \mathbb{C}^{N_r \times 1}$ is an AWGN vector with zero mean and noise variance $\sigma_n^2$. The GPQSM signal vector $X$ is detected using optimal ML detector as:

$$X = \arg \min_{X_{ref}} \|y - DX_{ref}\|^2$$

(5)

Where, $x_{ref}$ is the $4 \times 1$ sized GPQSM reference signal. It has 256 combinations as the number of binary (0/1) bits in one processing block is 8. The reasonably accepted GPQSM reference signal is further processed with the adaptation of index modulation scheme for detection of a block containing desired eight binary information bits. Our developed MATLAB source code presented in the Appendix provides a conceptual idea for processing a single blocked information data presented in Figure 1 and their retrieval under implementation of index modulation scheme. Our presently considered simulated 5G Compatible LDPC encoded GPQSM wireless communication system is depicted in Figure 2.

In such simulated system, performance will be keenly observed merely for synthetically generated binary data. The binary signal vector $S \in \{0,1\}$ of dimension $1 \times 8192$ is channel encoded using LDPC and subsequently interleaved to produce a signal vector $\tilde{S}$ with each block contain eight consecutive information bits. In preprocessing and GPQSM data generation section, 4-QAM digital modulation is used for signal bits and other two sets(spatial bits) bits are used in antenna index mapping. The $4 \times 2048$ sized GPQSM data vector $x$ is multiplied with $6 \times 4$ sized ZF precoder $P$ and subsequently multiplied with $4 \times 4$ sized diagonal matrix $D$. The
transmitted signal vector \((\text{PDx})\) is of \(6 \times 2048\) sized. On transmission through MIMO fading channel \(H\), the received signal \((y = H\text{PDx})\) is in dimension of \(2 \times 2048\). On noise contamination, it takes the form shown in Equation 2. Equation 3 makes its suitability for merely ML detection algorithm implementation.

For additional signal detection scheme are implemented, Equation (4) can be written as:

\[ y = \tilde{H}x + w \]  

where, \(\tilde{H}(= H\text{PD})\) is the equivalent channel. In Zero-Forcing (ZF) based QPQSM signal detection scheme, the ZF weight matrix is given by

\[ W_{\text{ZF}} = (\tilde{H}^H \tilde{H})^{-1} \tilde{H}^H \]  

and the detected desired QPQSM signal from the transmitting antenna is given by

\[ \tilde{x}_{\text{ZF}} = W_{\text{ZF}} y \]  

In Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) based GPQSM signal detection scheme. The MMSE weighted matrix is given below

\[ W_{\text{MMSE}} = (\tilde{H}^H \tilde{H} + \sigma^2_n I)^{-1} \tilde{H}^H \]  

and the detected desired GPQSM signal from the transmitting antenna is given by [9]

\[ \tilde{x}_{\text{MMSE}} = W_{\text{MMSE}} y \]  

In ZF-SIC based GPQSM signal detection scheme, the transmitted GPQSM signal \(x\) is detected from the received signal \(y\). The equivalent channel matrix \(\tilde{H}\) undergoes QR factorization as

\[ \tilde{H} = QR = Q \left[ \begin{array}{cccc} R_{1,1} & R_{1,2} & R_{1,3} & R_{1,4} \\ 0 & R_{2,2} & R_{2,3} & R_{2,4} \\ 0 & 0 & R_{3,3} & R_{3,4} \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & R_{4,4} \end{array} \right] \]

Equation (3) is multiplied with \(Q^T\) to provide a modified form of received signal as [10]:

\[ \tilde{y} = Q^Ty = Q^T(\tilde{H}x + w) = Q^T\left( QRx + w \right) = Rx + Q^Tw \]  

In Equation (8), \(Q^Tw\) is denoted by \(w\) as the statistical properties of both components are identical. Neglecting noise component and assuming a single time slot, the transmitted four Components, \(\tilde{x}_1, \tilde{x}_2, \tilde{x}_3\) and \(\tilde{x}_4\) of GPQSM signal vector can be estimated from solving the following equation

\[ \begin{bmatrix} \tilde{y}_1 \\ \tilde{y}_2 \\ \tilde{y}_3 \\ \tilde{y}_4 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} R_{1,1} & R_{1,2} & R_{1,3} & R_{1,4} \\ 0 & R_{2,2} & R_{2,3} & R_{2,4} \\ 0 & 0 & R_{3,3} & R_{3,4} \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & R_{4,4} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \tilde{x}_1 \\ \tilde{x}_2 \\ \tilde{x}_3 \\ \tilde{x}_4 \end{bmatrix} \]  

\[ \tilde{x}_4 = \frac{\tilde{y}_4 - R_{4,1}\tilde{x}_1 - R_{4,2}\tilde{x}_2 - R_{4,3}\tilde{x}_3}{R_{4,4}} \]  

\[ \tilde{x}_3 = \frac{\tilde{y}_3 - R_{3,1}\tilde{x}_1 - R_{3,2}\tilde{x}_2 - R_{3,3}\tilde{x}_4}{R_{3,4}} \]  

\[ \tilde{x}_2 = \frac{\tilde{y}_2 - R_{2,1}\tilde{x}_1 - R_{2,2}\tilde{x}_2 - R_{2,3}\tilde{x}_3}{R_{2,4}} \]  

\[ \tilde{x}_1 = \frac{\tilde{y}_1 - R_{1,1}\tilde{x}_1 - R_{1,2}\tilde{x}_2 - R_{1,3}\tilde{x}_3 - R_{1,4}\tilde{x}_4}{R_{1,4}} \]

The detected GPQSM signal is further processed for detection of block wise information bits, rearrangement of binary data in \(1 \times 16384\) form, LDPC channel decoded and retrieval of transmitted binary data in \(1 \times 8192\) form.

### 4. Results and Discussion

We have conducted computer simulation study using MATLAB R2014a to evaluate the performance of 5G Compatible LDPC encoded GPQSM Wireless Communication System based on the parameters presented in Table 1. It is assumed that the channel state information (CSI) of the MIMO fading channel is available at the receiver and the fading process is approximately constant during the whole period of signal transmission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data type</td>
<td>synthetically generated binary data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna configuration</td>
<td>6(Transmitting) \times 4(Receiving)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital modulation</td>
<td>4-QAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel coding</td>
<td>LDPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDPC decoding Algorithm</td>
<td>Log Domain Sum-Product, Simplified log-domain sum product and Probability-domain sum product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of iterations in LDPC decoding</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>0–10 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal detection techniques used</td>
<td>Optimal ML, Zero Forcing(ZF), MMSE and MMSE-SIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>AWGN and Ray path based geometrical MIMO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of simulation model parameters.
On critical observation of graphical illustrations presented in Figure 3 through Figure 6, it is found that the performance of the LDPC encoded simulated system is very much well defined under the considered simulation parameters.

**Figure 3.** BER performance comparison of 5G Compatible LDPC channel encoded GPQSM Wireless Communication System with implementation of various LDPC decoding algorithms, linear Zero-forcing (ZF) pre-coding and optimal ML signal detection schemes.

![Graph 1](image1.png)

In Figure 3, it is quite observable that the LDPC encoded simulated system under utilization of various LDPC decoding algorithms, linear Zero-forcing (ZF) pre-coding and optimal ML signal detection schemes shows comparatively better performance with implementation of Probability-domain sum product decoding algorithm as compared to Log Domain Sum-Product and Simplified log-domain sum product decoding algorithms over a comparatively low SNR value region(0dB-5dB). For a typically assumed SNR value of 1dB, the estimated BER values are 0.2792, 0.2950 and 0.2993 in case of Probability-domain sum product, Log Domain Sum-Product and Simplified log-domain sum product which is indicative a system performance improvement of 0.301913dB and 0.239066dB in Probability-domain sum product as compared to Simplified log-domain sum product and Log Domain Sum-Product. It is quite obvious from Figure 4, the impact of ZF-SIC signal detection scheme in performance assessment of LDPC encoded GPQSM wireless communication is quite mentionable.

The estimated BER values are 0.0073, 0.0094 and 0.0156 in case of Log Domain Sum-Product, Simplified log-domain sum product and Probability-domain sum product which is indicative a system performance improvement of 3.298017 dB and 2.199967 dB respectively in Log Domain Sum-Product as compared to Simplified log-domain sum product and Probability-domain sum product. At 4% BER, SNR improvement of 1.0dB and 0.3dB in Log Domain Sum-Product as compared to Probability-domain sum product and Simplified log-domain sum product. The BER values approach zero at merely 3dB SNR values for every cases of LDPC decoding algorithm implementation.

**Figure 4.** BER performance comparison of 5G Compatible LDPC channel encoded GPQSM Wireless Communication System with the implementation of various LDPC decoding algorithms, linear Zero-forcing (ZF) pre-coding and ZF-SIC signal detection schemes.

![Graph 2](image2.png)

In Figure 5, it is quite noticeable that the presently considered LDPC encoded simulated system under utilization of various LDPC decoding algorithms and implementation of MMSE signal detection scheme shows comparatively better performance in implementation of Log Domain Sum-Product as compared to Probability-domain sum product and Simplified log-domain sum product. The estimated BER values are 0.0006, 0.0017 and 0.0029 in case of Log Domain Sum-Product, Probability-domain sum product and Simplified log-domain sum product which is indicative a system performance improvement of 6.842467 dB and 4.522977 dB in Log Domain Sum-Product as compared to Simplified log-domain sum product and Probability-domain sum product respectively.

**Figure 5.** BER performance comparison of 5G Compatible LDPC channel encoded GPQSM Wireless Communication System with implementation of various LDPC decoding algorithms, linear Zero-forcing (ZF) pre-coding and MMSE signal detection schemes.

![Graph 3](image3.png)
In Figure 6, with ZF signal detection scheme, the system performance under the implementation of Probability-domain sum product and Simplified log-domain sum product is not well discriminable from each other. The simulated system shows comparative better performance in Log Domain Sum-Product as compared to others two. For a typically assumed SNR value of 1dB, the estimated BER values are 0.0008, 0.0027 and 0.0029 in case of Log Domain Sum-Product, Simplified log-domain sum product and Probability-domain sum product which is indicative a system performance improvement of 5.59308 dB and 5.282738 dB in Log Domain Sum-Product as compared to Simplified log-domain sum product and Probability-domain sum product LDPC decoding algorithm.

5. Conclusions

In this present paper, we have made a comprehensive study on performance evaluation of 5G Compatible LDPC encoded generalized pre-coding aided quadrature spatial modulation (GPQSM) scheme based wireless communication system. In addition to ML based signal detection, impact of additional signal detection schemes has changed the scenario of abrupt system performance enhancement in terms of Bit error rate. However, based on the simulation results for synthetic data transmission, it can be concluded that the presently considered ZF pre-coding adopted with LDPC channel encoded GPQSM wireless communication system is undoubtedly a robust system in perspective of signal transmission in hostile fading channel under the utilization of LDPC channel coding with the implemented log-domain sum product decoding algorithm and MMSE signal detection schemes.

Appendix

clear all;
close all;

%reference_signal generation
FFFF = de2bi(0:255,'left-msb');
ncol=8;
nrow=256;
for mmm=1:nrow
  information_bits=FFFF(mmm,:);
  %Separate information bits into three parts
  part1=information_bits(1,1:4);
  part2=information_bits(1,5:6);
  part3=information_bits(1,7:8);
  %Symbol mapping
  if(part1(1:2) ==[ 0 0 ])
    symbol(1)=-1-sqrt(-1);
  elseif(part1(1:2)==[ 0 1 ])
    symbol(1)=-1+sqrt(-1);
  elseif(part1(1:2)==[ 1 0 ])
    symbol(1)=1- sqrt(-1);
  elseif(part1(1:2)==[ 1 1 ])
    symbol(1)=1+sqrt(-1);
  end
  if(part1(3:4) ==[ 0 0 ])
    symbol(2)=-1-sqrt(-1);
  elseif(part1(3:4)==[ 0 1 ])
    symbol(2)=-1+sqrt(-1);
  elseif(part1(3:4)==[ 1 0 ])
    symbol(2)=1- sqrt(-1);
  elseif(part1(3:4)==[ 1 1 ])
    symbol(2)=1+sqrt(-1);
  end
  s=[symbol(1) symbol(2)];
  %Indices mapping
  if(part2(1:2) ==[ 0 0 ])
    I3I(1:2)=[ 1 3 ];
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(1,1)=real(s(1));
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(3,1)=real(s(2));
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(2,1)=0;
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(4,1)=0;
  elseif(part2(1:2)==[ 0 1 ])
    I3I(1:2)=[ 2 4 ];
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(2,1)=real(s(1));
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(4,1)=real(s(2));
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(1,1)=0;
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(3,1)=0;
  elseif(part2(1:2)==[ 1 0 ])
    I3I(1:2)=[ 1 4 ];
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(1,1)=real(s(1));
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(4,1)=real(s(2));
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(2,1)=0;
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(3,1)=0;
  elseif(part2(1:2)==[ 1 1 ])
    I3I(1:2)=[ 2 3 ];
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(2,1)=real(s(1));
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(4,1)=real(s(2));
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(1,1)=0;
    GPQSM_mapped_dataR(3,1)=0;
  end
  if(part3(1:2) ==[ 0 0 ])
    ...
GPQSM_mapped_dataI(1,1)=imag(s(1));
GPQSM_mapped_dataI(3,1)=imag(s(2));
GPQSM_mapped_dataI(2,1)=0;
GPQSM_mapped_dataI(4,1)=0;
elseif(part3(1:2)==[ 0 1 ])
I4Q(1:2)=[ 2 4 ];
GPQSM_mapped_dataR(2,1)=real(s(1));
GPQSM_mapped_dataR(4,1)=real(s(2));
GPQSM_mapped_dataR(1,1)=0;
elseif(part2(1:2)==[ 1 0 ])
I3(1:2)=[ 1 4 ];
GPQSM_mapped_dataR(1,1)=real(s(1));
GPQSM_mapped_dataR(4,1)=real(s(2));
GPQSM_mapped_dataR(2,1)=0;
end
GPQSM_mapped_data=GPQSM_mapped_dataR+sqrt(-1)*GPQSM_mapped_dataI;
reference_signal(:,mmm)=GPQSM_mapped_data;
end
information_bits=[ 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 ];
part1=information_bits(1,1:4);
part2=information_bits(1,5:6);
part3=information_bits(1,7:8);
%Symbol mapping
if(part1(1:2)==[ 0 1 ])
symbol(1)=-1+sqrt(-1);
elseif(part1(1:2)==[ 1 0 ])
symbol(1)=1- sqrt(-1);
elseif(part1(1:2)==[ 1 1 ])
symbol(1)=1+sqrt(-1);
end
if(part3(1:2)==[ 0 0 ])
symbol(1)=-1-sqrt(-1);
elseif(part3(1:2)==[ 0 1 ])
symbol(1)=-1+sqrt(-1);
elseif(part3(1:2)==[ 1 0 ])
symbol(1)=1- sqrt(-1);
elseif(part3(1:2)==[ 1 1 ])
symbol(1)=1+sqrt(-1);
end
symbol(1)=1+sqrt(-1);
s=[symbol(1) symbol(2)];
end
x=GPQSM_mapped_data;
% 4X 6 MIMO channel generation, 6 transmitting and 4 receiving antenna
H=sqrt(1/2)*(randn(4,6)+sqrt(-1)*randn(4,6)); % MIMO channel : 4 x 6
% Normalization of channel matrix
for kk=1:6
for kkk=1:4
    H(:,kkk)=H(:,kkk)/sqrt(sum(abs(H(:,kkk)).^2));
end
end
H(kk, kk) = H(kk, kk) / (abs(H(kk, kk)));
end
end
channel_normalization = norm(H, 'fro'),.^2 ; % its value would be 4 x 6 = 24

ZF based precoding
P = H * inv(H * H);
D = diag(D);
D = sqrt(inv(D)); % 4 x 4
HP = H * P ; % Identity matrix, verified
Y = H * P * D * x;

% AWGN noise addition, SNR = 10dB;
SNR = 10;
power_linear = db2pow(SNR) ; % signal power / noise power
for kk = 1:4
    signal_power(kk, 1) = sum(abs(Y(kk, 1).^2));
    noise_power(kk, 1) = signal_power(kk, 1) / power_linear;
    noise_amplitude(kk, 1) = sqrt(noise_power(kk, 1) / 2);
    Noisy_term(kk, 1) = noise_amplitude(kk, 1) * (randn(1, 1) + sqrt(-1) * randn(1, 1));
end
w = Noisy_term;
Y = Y + w; % Equ. 2.17

% ML decoding
for k = 1:length(reference_signal)
    compare(1, k) = norm(Y - D * reference_signal(:, k), 'fro'),.^2 ;
end

% Minimum Value, Integer Value = min(compare);
GPQSM_mapped_data xhat = reference_signal(:, integer_value);
GPQSM_mapped_dataRR = real(xhat);
GPQSM_mapped_dataII = imag(xhat);
if (GPQSM_mapped_dataRR(2, 1) == 0) && (GPQSM_mapped_dataRR(4, 1) == 0)
    sR(1) = GPQSM_mapped_dataRR(3, 1);
    part21(1:2) = [1 1]
end
if (GPQSM_mapped_dataII(2, 1) == 0) && (GPQSM_mapped_dataII(4, 1) == 0)
    sI(1) = GPQSM_mapped_dataII(1, 1);
    sI(2) = GPQSM_mapped_dataII(3, 1);
    part33(1:2) = [0 0]
else if (GPQSM_mapped_dataII(1, 1) == 0) && (GPQSM_mapped_dataII(3, 1) == 0)
    sI(1) = GPQSM_mapped_dataII(2, 1);
    sI(2) = GPQSM_mapped_dataII(4, 1);
    part33(1:2) = [0 1]
else if (GPQSM_mapped_dataII(2, 1) == 0) && (GPQSM_mapped_dataII(3, 1) == 0)
    sI(1) = GPQSM_mapped_dataII(1, 1);
    sI(2) = GPQSM_mapped_dataII(4, 1);
    part33(1:2) = [1 0]
end
if (s22 == (-1-j))
    second_bits = [0 0]
else if (s22 == (-1+j))
    second_bits = [0 1]
else if (s22 == (1-j))
    second_bits = [1 0]
else if (s22 == (1+j))
    second_bits = [1 1]
end
retrieved_bits = [first_bits second_bits part22 part33];
[number, bit_error_rate] = biterr(retrieved_bits, information_bits);
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